
Kaiseki Ryoan ASHIKARI
734 Miyakami,Yugawara-machi,Ashigara-Shimogun,Kanagawa Pref

TEL：+81(0)465-62-4151 FAX：+81(0)465-63-4811

Other Services
Check In 15:00 / Check Out 11:00
Free Shuttle Service (at Yugawara Train Station on JR Tokaido Line)
Free coffee at Lobby lounge
Spa “AJISAI” Esalen Massage (Reservation required)
Finger Pressure Massage (Reservation required)

Onsen (Hot Springs)
All of Guest rooms has private hot springs.
Natural hot spring water is constantly poured into the bathtub 24 hours a day.
2 public hot springs.

Dinner and Breakfast
Meals are served at restaurant or guest’s room.
Dinner : Japanese course meal (kaiseki style)
Breakfast : Japanese set dishes (not a buffet style).
Vegetarian and allergy friendly meals are also available.
(Advance reservations are required.)

Rooms (Total : 17 rooms)
2 Western style rooms (Twin Beds)
1 Japanese style room (Japanese style bed “FUTON”)
14 Japanese and western style rooms. (Twin Beds and Japanese style bed “FUTON”)
All of guest room has private hot spring
Free Drink in refrigerator / Coffee Machine / Japanese green tea set / In Room Wi-Fi

・Established over 80 years ago, a high-end hot spring boutique resort ryokan with the fusion of elegant Sukiya architecture
    and stylish deign, nestled in a 6,600 sqm wooded hill among the historic hot spring town of Yugawara,
    located between the Hakone and Sagami Bay.
・Over 1,500 years ago at the Manyo era, Yugawara founded
    as hot spring destination effective against diseases continuingly healing people.
・Fusion of Japanese traditional Sukiya architecture and modernity-Spatial design integrating with the richness of nature.
・A total of 17 rooms with open-air hot spring baths on a large deck, a fusion of Japanese traditional and noble style,
    overlooking the Yugawara and the Hakone forest nature.
・Delicate and splendid, traditional kaiseki cuisine reflecting the four seasons,
    served in two different occasions, restaurant and in room dining.
・Two natural open-air large baths with Yugawara's hot springs furnishing Japanese style, one  with the scenery of Hakone's outer rim,
    and the other with traditional Japanese courtyards, healing the mind and body, promising total relaxation.
・The legendary history of Yugawara and Ashikari promising hospitality serving the heartfelt memories to the all of visiting guests.
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